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ORTEGA: A Problem

by John M. Anderson

by Ronald E. McLaren
Jose Ortega y Gasset, in The Revolt of the Masses (1930), delineated a problem that has both before and since been of concern to
those minds whose interests have stretched from the sophisticated
arguments of the academic realm to the lives of the great masses of
people, which justify the existence of the scholar. The problem is an
interdisciplinary one, lying partly within the realm of aesthetics and
partially in political science, touching ethical problems both practical and theoretical as well as economic ones. It is a problem that
faces everyone; and it is not surprising, therefore, that few have
attempted to face it.
According to Gasset, whose remarks, though directed primarily at
Europe may be taken to include the Western Hemisphere as well,
"the increase of life" furnished by modern technology has given the
masses an unprecedented
and at the same time taken
from them a "vital programme" that could give meaning to their
I. A. Richards characterized' the problem, in 1909, as "the
Neutralization of Nature, the transference from the Magical View of
the world the worldview, expressed by myth, poetry, and religion,
which found its clearest expression, perhaps, in the philosophy of
Idealism and Romanticism: "the belief in a world of Spirits and
Powers which control events, and which can be
to some extent,
controlled" to the scientific. . . ."
WITHOUT A MORAL CODE?
Now Ortega feels that the "mass man" has come to regard his environment, no longer controlled by beneficient though supernatural
or divine powers, as something inevitable, and as in the hands of an
amoral agent: science. He takes this environment for granted, and
now is "left without a moral code." Camus' L'etranger furnishes a
clear example of such a man, who takes even his own impulses for
granted, for whom comprehending the world has never been a significant possibility, and controlling his own destiny even less a possibility. This is the danger Karl Popper2 is concerned with when he
asserts that a psychological orientation, if not sufficiently grounded
in knowledge, may cause us to think that causality can only be imposed upon us or within us, but not by us. The result being that the
i
individual, making science His model, looks upon the course of society as objective and inevitable in the same way as are the laws of the
physical sciences (viz. Karl Marx). So he subjects his will immediately to that of society. And worse, he looks upon his own impulses
in the same way. It no longer appears either possible, or worth the
effort, to attempt what men weie warned to do by Plato and Aristotle:
to find and use the rational guiding element within themselves. As
Ortega insists, the greatest dangers are the scientist who becomes
"hermetically sealed", in his own
realm, and
the lack of realization by the masses that motivational guidance is a
different realm from, speaks a different language than, and is the
end to be subserved by, the scientific.
DOES COMMUNISM ANSWER?
But this "mass man", having thus lost his moral code (or who, for
Camus, seems to have slipped even from the control of reason), is now
ruling Europe. (This assertion seems to apply to the U. S. as much
is
who
on
wall,
the
the
The War Dance last weekend Bottle, Bottle
(or as little) as to Europe.) At the time he wrote The Revolt of the
fairest one of all? Big Military Success was had by All Shown here, Masses, Ortega feared that the common man would find a new moral
page
picture,
Other
date.
Kellog
and
four.
Fred
code in Communism. I think not. It has become clear over and
over again, since the time of Marx, that civilization does not progress according to some dialectical process. Communism has had to
Orgasm
The Dialectic of
contradict itself by recognizing that it has to appeal to the rationality in men, asking them to shape their own destinies. The trouble
by Mark Bricklin
for it
is
the destiny it offers them is essentially
Alberto Moravia, who has recently been seen in publica- willthat
not permit them to exercise their own rational judgment. It astions of less esteem than the Yale Review, has a stimulating sumes that men can achieve happiness without a "raison d'etre" (the
article in the winter issue of the latter, entitled The Sterility phrase itself implies the essential element of humanity: humaneness
of Suffering. Today there is a popular conception of suffering through rationality).
EXISTENTIALISM'S FAILURE
as something to be desired; a all the small, ordinary sufferings
Existentialism was excellent for bringing this problem to light, for
cleansing process which must out of which
human life, and,
precede the artistic act. This idea consequently, also poetry, is com- its own assumption was of the basic irrationality of the motivational
forces in man. It fails to recognize that these forces are tools, useless
ninestems mainly from the late
posed."
unless coupled with a "raison d'etre". It has failed to provide a
teenth century and such writers
Moravia feels that perhaps the satisfying ethic because it cannot satisfy that aspect of human nature
Kierkelater,
as Dostoevsky, and
younger generation of Russians
gaard. However, in these times will be able to escape the stupor that is the source of the need for an ethic: the desire for knowledge. If man only searches for knowledge of good and evil, he must
sufd
there was little
and apathy which have accumufering compared to the twentieth lated from decades of suffering. assume the contrary of a thoroughgoing existentialist foundation.
century.
The two world wars This they must do before they He has got to assume that nature, society, and the individual are
brought intense suffering to such can approach the vigor of their susceptible of rational control. Otherwise the search itself is meaningless.
large numbers that the persecunineteenth century artists, for
THE PAST'S LESSONS
tion of certain groups in the ". . . art is produced by the same
The adequate moral systems of the past have all recognized that
nineteenth century seems almost joy which makes the birds hop
In
their tenets were concerned with a different and higher realm than
insignificant by comparison.
and fly and sing."
of science. Their "laws" belong to a realm of ends, not of
Russia, the suffering was especialMoravia has handled the topic that
masses
or of means. It has always been a mistake to oppose them
Huge
prudence
1917.
ly bad after
well, for the very small amount
of people were dislocated and of space he has allowed himself, to the edicts of science, for their proper court of appeal is only in
purges
their harmony or disharmony with man's inner nature.
tormented. Wide-sprea- d
but the subject is so important
everyone's
heart.
ART: AN END
put fear into
and immediate that a much more
The Second World War was the comprehensive study is necessary.
But this is not to imply that they are irrational. On the contrary,
worst breeder of misery. Besides
it takes the most exhaustive and acute kind of perceiving to search
STEWART, BRICKLIN
them out. Ortega and many others have felt that these truths find
the millions of people killed,
ON NATURALISM
countless families were broken up.
their clearest expression in the arts. Art, the only mode of expresprose
many
At this time, when
This suffering has been too
sion that can be considered an end in itself, must be the provider
writers are writing "beat" novels, of motivational ends. These writers who assert this have come theremuch for the artist to bear
of which seem to be even
witness the impotence and stupor some pessimistic than American fore to desire a sublime art, with a great distance from the practically
more
esand from the practically passionate in life. The problem
which many moderns display,
the term "naturalism" efficient to make such an art intelligible. And this can be done, it
pecially modern Russian novelists. Tragedy,
be
will
I
have
used carelessly.
to me, only by demonstrating the irrational, emotional forces
Some suffering can be artistically is often
confused upon several oc- seems
beneficial, but we have now had been
man that enable him to commit himself conscientiously, as coupled
by reading in a "reputa- in
too much and are the victims of casions
the supremely rational principles which alone can furnish
with
Hem-(
piece of criticism that
on page two)
". . . incommensurate suffering, ble"
Continued on page three)
which renders one insensible to

person shall be elected to the office of the President more than twice
Amendment 22
A major step in the castration of the office of President was accomplished
seven years aeo
idLincauon oi tne zznd Amendment. Recent developments in
this pasi reuiucuj -- u, win.
the fifties ana me ucicai ui uic
The personalities of men play a power to serve as the leader.
foolhardy Bricker Amendment
very important role in the rela- Although we can not dissolve the
again
with
to
view
have caused us
22nd
of
that
wisdom
tive strength of the office, yet with man as the embodiment of the ofthe
alarm
fice from that office ipse, we have
Our interest is the foundation for the
Amendment.
possibility obviously been
rushed into fool
centered about the effects of the of a
strong tradition thrown hardy haste by a frightened legis- emasculating of the office of the
by
aside
the lessening of the po- - lature, A strong president will
The serious
executive.
chief
litical force of
the carry his policies to and through
is
to
mind
comes
which
question
now
upon
pcaiut-oniy
iitn
reiy
the legislature, but that
was the fearful impetus which
the hazy force of true personal
on page four)
uave rise to this change in our
Constitution justified in the light
evident dangers it has
of the
,
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re-electi-
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m

legisla-(Continue-

posed?

EXECUTIVE INITIATIVE
dramatic growth of world

The

authoritarianism during the
thirties became footed over the European continent, and some believe in the
United States with the election of
the late president Roosevelt to a
third and fourth terms.
Then, following F.D.R.'s dealh,
fearful Congress framed this
to our Constitution in
order to prevent what they fell
to be the growth of an authoritarian tradition in this nation,
even though many of these members of Congress had supported
the emergency
measure o f a
During Mr.
strong president.
Roosevelt's tenure of office the
a
executive
branch exercised
great deal of new initiative
in
legislative
affairs. This action
caused the legislators to fear for
their own powers.
It is difficult to base a tradition
upon one man as Congress
appears to have done, when in reality the man is only continuing
from precedents
established by
his predecessors. The simple seeds
of fears in the forties and many
more complex rationalizations
led
to the adoption
of this amendment.
The Congress seems to
have crossed certain lines established under our system, for they
represent sections of the country
while the president is the leader
of the whole
people.
The president derives his power
from both the tradition of
the office and from the
precedents
"hich the holders of the office
have set. This
tradition has become divided into a rather vague
Polarity.
The strong presidents
al"ays jump out of general his-!r- y
texts while the weak presidents recline in scholarly disserta-'wns- .
In this century the stronger
Theodore Roosevelt and a moderately strong Taft joined with a
strong Wilson
in order to aid the
strengthening of the office. Then
wide

a-mend-

ment

twenties and

.

three

d

weak,

rather

undistinguishe-

men allowed

the office to lapse
into a
weakened condition.
WEAK EISENHOWER
With the
election of Franklin
Roosevelt
and the status of the
lmes the
tradition reached an
aP
of strength touched only by
Jaekson.
Truman carried the
stro"g
tradition to its denouemThe strong presidents were
ent.
d le
to maintain
their strength
not only by
the force of their
and programs but also
their political control and
0"''eat of
In his sec- id term,
weak president Eisen-t':'e- r
nw feels the crippling
of the
per-nahti-

re-electi-
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on.
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Mews

by Samuel J. Plough
On Iilarch 3, Arthur Bestor, professor of history at the
University of Illinois and author of The Restoration of Learning arid Educational Wcsteir- ids, spoke at the Phi Beta Kappa
--

-

ttss spoccn
eenL nmal lecture.
about The Responsibility ef the
Scholar was intended to ianvm
academics of their place in halting the "pel il to the ideal of
scholarship t.nlr.y." Unfortunately, Mr. Besli'Ts remarks seemed
not too well suited for its Gam-bie- r
audience. The three responsibilities that he ascribed to
scholars were, first, to maintain
"education"
a division between
onrl "Ifm in in cr " Qpnnnri to con
tinually and publicly struggle for
superior education and as a third
duty, to make that "what he believes is what in fact is being
practiced in his own bailiwick."
Kenyon accepted the first responsibility seriously in 1937 and
since then spokesmen for the college have defended the funda
mentals of Liberal Education and
perforated what they believed to
be wrong in American schools in- telhgently and eloquently and
with vitality.
A more pertinent lecture for
Kenyon would have emphasized
the third of the responsibilities
making Liberal Education work.
Have we let ourselves relax with
satisfaction for our fame and
honor? Does the school combat
or does it contribute to apathy,
conformity, and lack of imagination? Is new thought stifled?
What about the student who
wants a B.A. to procure a job?
Or is it un- Is this desirable?
avoidable? These appear to be
valid questions to everybody who
is interested in learning and in
-.

.-

!SV

VA..TIH&

'

teaching.
But Mr. Bestor, although he established that the
criterion of a liberally educated
man is that "he sees the world
bristling with problems," declined
to ask provocative questions such
as the ones above.
Rather, he
chose to talk of systems, the fault
of the Educators he thought so
badly of, and to generalize. He
had nothing to suggest to the students to whom he spoke, nothing
the college graduates not in
the teaching profession to do, no
ideas for parents, and for that
matter, he didn't even suggest any
strong, concrete remedies for
teachers to apply.
Mr. Bestor did not choose to
amplify his statements at the
Honors Day Convocation on the
fourth. He just changed titles,
switched quotes from Horace
Mann, ana runner wateieu me
milk that he had served on the
previous evening.
'

.

This Sunday: Kenyon Symposium,
p.m., South Hanna Hall Lounge.
Speaker: Junzo Shono. Topic: His
experiences as a creative writer. And:
Everyone is CORDIALLY invited to
attend.
3

;

;

;

MR. RICE INFORMS US
All students wishing to apply
for a Freshman dormitory proc- tership may apply in writing to
The Office of the Director of
Scholarships and Student Aid.
Please apply no later than
March 22, 1958.
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COLLEGIAN

FOR

Weil

Recent criticism of The
from scattered elements of
usually latent student opinion
has prompted this article. The
absence of any attempts to present constructive critiques
through the medium of our
"Journal of student opinion" is
perhaps enough to invalidate that
which remains in the cocktail
party and beer hall discussions,
and refer it to the realms of the
However, the presence of such criticism in even
such a narrow sphere is enough
to prompt this writer to present
his prevailing rationale of the
Collegian and the editorial staff
Perhaps
which formulates it.
this attempt at defense, and to be
utterly frank, it is no less than a
defense, then arises from a situation which this writer finds disturbing and which he hopes to
correct through a process of inIf the
tellectual enlightment.
process is too difficult, for both the
writer and the reader, then certain beliefs about the general intellectual level of the Hill are
mistaken. Perhaps they are.
mal-content-

1958

Fabulous Flicks
For Future Feast

)ro dollegian
by Gunther

?1,

s.

at long last, mount vernon has come to realize the full
value of kenyon patronage, that is, next month three movies
have been selected specifically for kenyon cinematic taste
all three "flicks" are very well done "artsy crafties."
the first of the trio is an oriental movie which stands next
to rashoman as the orient's finest
as well as being
production.
directed by the celebrated Chinese
director, sun tsi, the movie also
has the distinction of having a
cast composed entirely of accomplished and famous oriental actors, at the top of the list is la
shi i, famous for her performance
in the tired town, who plays the
title role, lin sa. lin sa is a
peasant girl in 12th century china,
it is her job to care for her
husband's three cows, one bull,
and four hogs, the conflict of
the movie is built around her
husband's suspicion that she is
unfathful to him. he believes
that she is having an affair with
a neighboring farmer, she is.

village in spain where the
r
(pablo giron) lives as a
potato
class
middle
farmer,
though he is respected by the
town society, he is, at the same
time, quite separated from it. he
lives with his daughter in a small
house on the outskirts of town,
unknown to the townspeople, the
daytime potato farmer is at night
an ant trainer, that is, the widower, apparently depressed by his
failure in the Spanish army,
spends his evenings training some
30,000 ants, which he keeps in a
box, to use modern: military
techniques and strategy, the
daughter naively takes this all
quite naturally until she mentions
to her boy friend that one red ant
with a scaling ladder is worth ten
black ants with catapults, the
boy says, she must be mad.
QUESTION OF WAR
without mentioning her father's
nocturnal occupation, the girl asks
subtle questions about town on
the subject of ant warfare. when
she discovers that her father's
actions are quite mad, she is torn
between filial loyalty and her
duty to society, should she reveal
him to the townsfolk or not?
finally, after anguish and a masterfully filmed surrealistic dream
scene inwhich her father appears
to her as a huge ant, the girl tells
the mayor who immediately organizes a party of men to go and
kill the widower, however, just
as the men are nearing the house,
they are attacked and killed by
30,000 red ants, in the final scene
the widower forgives his daughter
and prepares to remold the remnants of his legions into an even
fiercer fighting unit inorder to insure his permanent safety from
the town, the moral: efficient insanity is much saner than sanity.
wid-owe-

VISIONS OF MINOTOUR
the neighboring
lover, how
ever, believes that she is unfaithful also because he thinks she is
having an affair with still another
man, the town drunkard, she isn't,
when they discover that the girl
is pregnant, the husband and the
lover and the drunkard threaten
to kill the one who most closely
resembles the child, the climax
NOT A NEWSPAPER
of the picture is the day of birth.
At the expense of being trite, the three men wait tensely, to
and this phrase has been pro- their surprise, the girl gives birth
pounded enough times to place to a calf, the end of the movie
it in such a category, let it be is a surprise and musn't be resaid, that the Collegian is not a vealed here.
newspaper in the strict sense of Editor's note: one man imauine
indithe term. The mast-hea- d
that they had prime ribs au jus
cates the predominant character- for dinner.
istic which this paper has maniDEADLY DRAMA
fest throughout its existence. This
The next picture, instead of belimitation
fact and the
is certainly enough to dispel any ing a spoof, is a deadly serious
attempts at being "newsy." The drama, produced and directed by
grape-vin- e
always a Spanish director (oio fogo, la
has
Hill
"scooped the Collegian" in mat- loca de jerez), las hormigas is a
ters of genuine interest to the fascinating character study of a
daughstudent body, and if this state- widower and his teen-ag- e
ment seems exaggerated a bit of ter.
the story takes place in a little
introspection and reveiwing will
justify it. However, if some of
the matters of genuine interest to
Ortega:
the student body have in the past
been in the need of editorial treat(Continued from page one)
ment they have had such treatment on the pages of the Colleg- sistency to this commitment, thus provide an adequate reason for
ian. If the present appearance of being, and thus provide the ground for sanity.
the Collegian thus seems familiar
to some of the juniors and seniors Notes:
1. I. A. Richards, Science and Poetry, 1926.
on the Hill this recognition is desired. If presently it is now too 2. Karl Popper, "Philosophy of Science," British Philosophy in the
1057.
much to assume that matters such
as current political disruptions,
literary and artistic affairs, and
Philosopher: He Exists!
good satire are of interest to the
student body, (in addition to the
particular social and political disNew Ontological Argument
ruptions of the Kenyon campus,)
then perhaps the present slapping
The philosophical world has
ourselves on the back attitude for received with varied emotion the raised by at least another three in
order for the individual to arrive
our showing on the Tribune poll
published work of R. Mumser at his essence. And
is even more unfounded
than first
some elements of the student body Ornwell, A Systematic Approach
AT THE VERY CENTER
and faculty believe. The fact that to Ultimate Reality. The author
How does this relate to God'
certain signs lead to the conclus- is particularly concerned with Mr. Ornwell
feels that God must
ion that such matters are of no man's relation to himself
and the be at the very center of the curve
interest to the students is then
produced by the relationship of
exactly the disturbing situation providential basis of his actions.
essence
existence,
which was spoken of above. The A priori, he accepts the existence However, extension, and never
has
the
author
confusion
expressed
in some of a god, for people have always been
to establish such
quarters between the Hika and believed in one and we must build curve, able
as these properties appathe Collegian is perhaps a good on the tradition of the past.
rently have no numerical exteexample of the incomplete readnsion. They are forever resolvinj
ing of both of these publications
MAN CONCEIVED
themselves
into three perfect
in terms of this situation.
Man is conceived as consisting circles. For purposes of easy reof existence and extension, and cognition, Ornwell has arbitrarily
A DEEPER PROBLEM
constantly struggling to establish ascribed
red, blue
In short, the present Collegian a consistent correlation between and yellowthe colors of
to the different circle5'
staff feels that a certain respon- his plane of existence and his God,
then, consists of the separate
sibility to intellectual inclined
reality in order to perpetuate his unresolved attributes of each o'
must be fulfilled by "A essence. This can be accomplished the
three
exists in the middle
Journal of Student Opinion." If only by a realization of the inten- of them asand
a disassociated locussuch a responsibility cannot be sity of emotion which is in the
directed to a majority of the stu self, compared to the strength of
CONCLUSION
dents on the Hill then a problem the environment-sel- f
continuum.
Ornwell concludes, therefore,
much deeper and of greater con If this ratio is higher than that of that the world is a circus and
cern to the administration is ob a comparison of itself to the rel- God is a three-legge- d
elephant
vious.
ative extension factor, it must he; in the center ring.
bi-week- ly
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Dialectic:
(Continued from page one)
ingway and Faulkner arc wonderful naturalists. "Dreiser and the
Naturalistic Heresy" by Randall
Stewart in the Virginia Quarterly
under-handin- g
points the way towards an
and
of Naturalism
prompts roe to a few remarks of
my own.

real Naturalism has
with style, although
characterized by
it is generally
faithfulness to detail and a low
Man is conlevel of abstraction.
beiceived as a very insignificant
ng who is ruled by powers
beyond his control, whether they
be biological, social, providential
is therefore free
or demoniac. He
completely
of all responsibility
Sin is impossible.
amoral.
The author then discusses two
Naturaliof the more impressive
sts, Zola and Dreiser, and also
points up elements of the same
philosophy in Stephen Crane. (In
The Open Boat, exposure to the
eternal Indifference of Ihe universe only kills one of the passengers.) Dreiser is seen as a
writer of infinite compassion, but
like most other Naturalists, of
limited vision and scope. Ultimately, Naturalism is guilty of the
same "heresy" as Romanticism:
a denial of sin and a consequent
moral stature.
denial of any
Neither Hemingway nor Faulkner
can be considered Naturalists, for
one has created his own type of
hero who is definitely involved in
a moral struggle (Naturalism has
and the other is
only victims)
concerned with sin as a specific
force, not as a manifestation of
some universal fault or indiffereFirst of all,
nothing to do

nce.
Stewart feels

that the days of
are over, and that it
has been ousted by the Southern
writers, who have retained a
I
strong sense of original sin.
think that the author, however,
should have qualified his statement that Naturalism is "dead as
the dodo."
The quality and conviction of such a recent book as
Lie Down in Darkness by William
Styron as well as the deluge of
lesser novels, all "beat" in one
way or another, makes a further
investigation necessary.
It appears that in Styron's book, as
well as the others, that the forces
limiting man are no longer out-tid- e
him, nor are they merely
biological. Nevertheless, they are
as equally restricting
as Hardy's
"insentient creator" or Dreiser's
"chemisms," and are of such magnitude that the individual is virtually dwarfed by them.
The
tragic factor presents itself as man
himself
his insoluble psychological and moral dilemmas, his unfulfilled searching for values and,
perhaps worst of all, the apathy
which comes as a result of these
endless frustrations.
Naturalism

THE DYNAMIC DIALECTIC
In the latest issue of Dissent,
there is a lively debate between
Norman Mailer, Jean Malaquais,
and Ned Polsky.
The trouble is
Hipsterism
good or bad? sincere or phony?
The argument

creative or barren?
can be boiled down
to this:
Mailer conceives of the
as a sincere per-towho breaks away from the
ri?id standards of capitalistic society because
it cannot, with its
d for monogamy and the fam-!lneo-bohemi-

an

n

Y

accommodate

the "orgiastic"
hipster. The
feel, and

oxual needs of the
other two gentlemen

themselves

h(t hipsterism

ex-P'e-

si

convincingly,

e
is a singularly
form of conformity, and
Tle
the libertinism of the hip-"as a defense mechanism.
Thus Polsky: ". . . many male
un-wtiv-

M

"'Psters are extremely sadistic in
he'f
sexual relationships,
and
"any others
are so narcisstic
hat inevitably

their orgasms are

mature and puny. No amount
Plain or fancy screwing is
to change
this."
go-ln-

&

Mailer: "I believe he (Polsky)
overrides ;i most complex question
ho can hardly have had
the requisite personal experience
"Uncle," said a
Negro
to mo once, "I couldn't have had
more charge for that chick if I'd
gone down on a platoon of
Marines."
"
.even in an orgasm which
is the most there is always the
vision of an outer wilder orgasm
which is even more with it."
In a final tirade. Mailer attacks
the modern psychoanalyst: ".
the hipster way out by the lip of
danger, may conceivably know
more of the savor and swing in
the damn dialectic of the orgasm
than he, the doctor, the educated
who diagnoses all
joys not his own as too puny."
What do you think, gentle
.

.

.

bi-sex-

ual

.

ball-shrink-

er

reader?

Macauley To Edit

'59

Kenyon

Revisw

John Crowe Ransom, Carnegie
Professor of Poetry and editor of
the Kenyon Review, announced
recently that Rohie Macauley has
been chosen for the editorship of
the Review.
Mr. Ransom will
continue editing the Review
through the Summer, 1959 issue.
Macauley will take over the
Review in the Fall of 1959 when
he returns from a year abroad on
a Kenyon Review Fellowship in
fiction. At the present time Mr.
Macauley is working with the
Education Research Council in
Baltimore. He has taught at Bard,
Iowa and the Women's College of
North Carolina. He has published
a novel, Disguises of Love, and a
collection of short stories, The
End of Pity and Other Stories.
Macauley graduated from Kenyon
in 1941 after having been brought
here on a special junior scholarship in recognition of his literary
talents.
While editing the Review, he will probably teach one
course.
Mr. Ransom also announced
that Edgar Bogardus has been
appointed managing editor of the
Review. Professor Bogardus has
been published in several of the
little magazines and reviews and
has had a volumn of his poetry,
Jangling Keys, published by Yale
Press.
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We are on an island, gentlemen,
and, says the Rev. Clement W.
Welsh, in grave danger of forget-

ting

!

!

the

existence of the big,
wonderful, ding-don- g
world. That is, "in advanced
cases, happily rare, all memory
of the mainland disappears, and
the island shores are assumed to
be the horizon of the universe."
All this pish-pos- h
is found in the
Alumni Secretary's section of the
new Alumni Bulletin.
wide-swingin-
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The Reverend's
little fable,
aside from his gooey use of maritime metaphor is very apropos
and "in there" so to speak. We
do sometimes forget to go to
Columbus, and our behavior in
Mount Vernon reveals that we
think of ourselves as the only
people in the universe. Our imagination is quite possibly becoming a little "seasick."
But the second fable, or parable, or essay, or what you will,
hasn't much of anything to say,
unless it is a subtle warning to
the administration to stop raising
so much money, and that doesn't
seem to be a very likely interpretation. Maybe it means for them
to raise more money.
The allegory, if you will, written by James W. Armsey, is about
"Mediocre University" and why
"Mediocre University" is mediocre. It is mediocre because it is
medium-sized- ,
not too good, not
too bad and so on. What finally
happens to it is that it dies out
with the "rising tide" of students.
Apparently, this is intended to
be a warning to colleges about
avoiding mediocrity. Who cares?
Meriocre people create mediocre
situations, and if for instance
Kenyon should be run by mediocre people it will be mediocre
whether the mediocre people read
allegories in the Alumni Bulletin
or not. One doesn't decide whether he is or isn't oing to be mediocre by reading the Alumni Bulletin. Besides, we have every right
to be complacent.
We are all
geniuses here at Kenyon. And
lastly, the allegory, as it were,
was mediocre anyway.

To

the Editor:

DOWN WITH STUDENT GOVERNMENT! So cry the would-b- e
intellectual leaders of our apathe-

tic student body, as we are informed that democracy on campus
is a worthless fantasy of the
student imagination. Recent discussions of student government
reveal hyprocrisy unparalled in
the history of the College. "Democracy," we are politely informed,
"is both unnecessary and impossible at Kenyon." Students, it is
contended, are not yet old enough
to govern themeselves, and must
have the hood and blinders of
paternalism drawn tightly and

protectively about their "immature" little heads; this while the
speakers themselves, appear to
have little doubt as to their capaincity for
of
deed, for the government
and seem quite unable
others
to define the vague "maturity" of
which they speak.
Students, we are further informed, are not sufficiently "responsible" to govern themselves.
But certainly responsibility does
not stand unqualified; one is responsible to, and for something.
That one's primary responsibility
is to oneself, for the rational
direction of his life in accordance
with principles which appear to
him, if to no other, correct, seems
thus far to have escaped our
self-governme-

nt

Also in the magazine is an expose of Hannah More. Much is
said of her morals.
Read the
Alumni Bulletin and find out the
shocking
Three Angels Coming
facts about Hannah
On April 24, 25, and 26, the More.
D.P.
Kenyon College Dramatic Club
will present My Three Angels, by
Sam and Ella Sewack. The play,
SEMANTIC DIFFICULTIES
based on La Cuisine Des Anges,
Overheard in Mount Vernon after the
by Albert Husson, is a comedy
dealing with the actions of three occassion of a husband and wife
"In this world its eat dog eat."
French
escaped
in
convicts
Guiana. Director James Michael
emphasized the farcial quality of
the play.
Produced by Huge Gage, the
will feature John
production
Stanley, Peter Phillips, and Robert Seymour as the three convicts,
Jules, Joseph, and Alfred. Arthur
Communication Arts Group
Pellman will play the part of
Felix Ducotel, while Hilda First
Announces
will play his wife, Emilie Ducotel.
Carinclude:
cast
Others in the
THE GRADUATE INSTITUTE
oline Bailey as Madame Parole,
Linda Devin as Marie Louise
OF BOOK PUBLISHING
Ducotel, Dave Johnson as Henri
as
Keith Anderson
Trochard,
Opens September, 1958
Paul, and Dave Peoples as a
program designed to train men
A
lieutenant.
and women of exceptional promise for
careers in the book industry.
Academic study with outstanding lecturers
Play
Beckett
in literature, philosophy, and
adProfessor James Michaels'
political science.
Workshop courses with experts from
vanced drama class will present
the industry.
Engame, a play by Samuel BeckApprentice training in New York book
ett. The exact date of production
publishing houses.
has not been determined, though
M.A. Degree
it will probably appear sometime
to thirty students.
Limited
May.
early
in
The class of Dave Canfield, Leif
For information and application write:
Ancker, Dean Burgess, and Dave
John Tebbel, Director
Sharlin will take the four roles.
Graduate Institute of Book Publishing
New York University
Dave Sharlin will produce the
Square
Washington
play and Dean Burgess will
New York 3, N. Y.
admisno
direct. There will be
sion price.
fist-figh-

t:

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

full-yea- r

worthy sages. It is held, on the
contrary, that the student must
be "protected" against himself, by
those who are somehow better
able than he to gauge the necessities of his existence.
The fundamental issue, however, lies far beyond these minor
quibblings; for, while the professed goal of liberal education has
been the development of the individual, that brand of "liberal"
education with which we are best
acquainted has thus far proven
itself singularly unwilling to accept the extensive liberty which
such development
necessitates.
One is forced to conclude that the
only effective safeguard of that
liberty so necessary to the goals
of liberal education is the method
so tediously evolved through the
entire history of Western civilization: democratic
It simply will not suffice to deny
this fundamental right to intelligent, rational individuals (as, I
think, each considers himself) on
the basis of some arbitrary limitation as to age or current educational status. For a man is not a
machine, to be .shifted into high
gear on passing some arbitrarily
delineated phase of his existence,
but a living organism, which
grows and develops as the environment permits. Man will become reasonable, "mature," and
"responsible" only insofar as his
environment permits the development, through exercise, of these
characteristics.
This, then, is the case for lib
erty; if man is to develop to his
maximum potential, there must
be a presumption for liberty, and
against external restraint. And,
for Kenyon, the crucial element
of the free environment so necessary to individual education and
development, must be an active,
democratic, and INDEPENDENT
student government.
Robert S. Hanea
self-governme-

nt.

Bridge Notes
Kenyon's bridge tied for third
place at the Oberlin Invitational
Bridge
Team
Tournament, March 1.
Inter-Collegia- te

LEMASTERS
Mount Vernon's
College Shop
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INSIDIOUS FORCE
:

force of the amendment shines
out during a second term situation. As the legislature has served
as a previous touchstone we can
look to the operation of executive
vs.. legislative during this amended second term. In attempting to
lead his program into legislation,
the president no longer has the
threat of:
Four years
in advance of his quitting the
post,, it is known, that the president will not be able to overpower; the, obstinate legislators at
the polls. .The: president has been
rendered impotent in the recurring, electoral sense by this
The legislature may
oppose the executive with a great
deal of impunity-- under the present conditions of the second term
rule.
Connected with the
Issue as a latent source of a president's power, we find party influence descending deeply into political actions. With the inability
of a second term president to run
again for his office, his party may
become quite lax in supporting
their figurehead . . . Eisenhower
as chief executive has been shelved since the 1956 elections and
his party is scraping high and low
in order to find a successor. The
party tends and will tend to disregard a limited second term
president and the congressional
reins will slip from any control
he may have originally possessed.
.Thirdly, the higher bureaucracy
on.

,
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Top Teams Torpid
by Chuck Bronson
The Lord Mermen arrogantly repossessed their custom-fittecrown as they closed a fine season with a 60 point
y
in the Ohio Conference swim meet. With frosh
quickie Phil Post languishing in the infirmary and a number
of other key men hampered by minor disabilities, the Lords

College
or five lectures for the 1958-5year.
The special lecture committee,
chairmaned by Professor Sutcliffc, consists of Professors Thornton, Titus and
Page. As of yet, the committee has not
revealed to whom it has sent invitations to speak.
The actual inauguration, which has
in the past consisted of an elaborate-ceremonwill be held on October 4.
The president will address a gathering
of presidents of sister and brother colleges, alumni and friends of the school.
As opportunity knocks but seldom, honorary degrees will probably be presented.
9
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KENYON SINGERS will make an
itinerary to Painsvillc the weekend of
for a joint concert with
April
Lake Erie.
Later in the Spring they
will participate in an informal concert
on the home campus.
This last concert
will give the canaries an opportunity to
show their new blazers and to perform
with the instrumental ensemble.
New
officers for the SINGERS are president,
Marty Carlson: Secretary, Huge Gage;
and Librarian, Charles Stannard.
12-1-
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and combine it with a weak sub- TWENTY YEARS FROM
servient executive and we have
NOW
present-da- y
France. Couple this
A Young Democrats
Club is being
with weaker party support and an
increasingly restless bureaucracy organized on the Kenyon campus
and we may well have chaos. this organizational stage is being effected
Amending the Constitution is the by John M. Anderson and Professor
most serious undertaking of the Harvey with the hopes of gaining a
government, and every change state charter.
Once the club is organized it will hold
which has been fabricated has
definitely altered the social, po- occasional meetings and hopes to send
litical and economic lives of this some delegates to the state Convention
nation. In twenty-tw- o
alterations of Young Democrats to be held in
we have been enriching the con-- 1 Dayton, Ohio, in April. Anyone institutional strength of the country terested please contact Anderson or
with two exceptions
the fool- Harvey.
The club will be provided with inhardy 18th Amendment which
was repealed by the 21st, and now formation and material by the state
the 22nd Amendment which is party committee and will be an imattempting to injure the separate portant link in the upsurgent growth
You'll
nature of our governmental or- of campus political interest.
even get a card.
ganization.
Under this 22nd
a second term presiDEAN DEPARTS
dent without threat of
Dean Edwards left last Sunday night
over legislature, party and bureaucracy may readily allow the for a tour of several eastern schools,
office of the President to fall into including Dartmouth, Williams, Ama mockery of constitutional in- herst, Trinity and Wesleyan.
Among the problems discussed with
tent.
In attempting to curtail fears deans of these schools, student activities,
and to legislate traditions we have the possibility of a counseling service,
left ourselves vulnerable in limes office and staff organization, new student
of need. When a strong president orientation, administration of financial
is necessary, as he is today, as a aid, and disciplinary procedures were of
representative and leader for the primary concern.
Brought to the fore of the discussions
whole peoples and the union itself, we will find the constitution- were student government, fraternities,
and campus
al strength which we expected to social rules,
The problem of scholarships,
have ebbed away with 1951 into activities.
,
and loans were also prothe past. In trying to appease a
grammed.
The dean will return at the
minor fear we have opened our
country to even greater fears; one conclusion of his trip.
As Robert Frost poet, James Parsons,
of weakness of our leader and
.
the other that if a strong leader is exclaims: Everybody scoops the Collcg-iaiiHowever, let it not be said that
imperative
he must gain his
strength at times in the future we do not publish the facts.
from extra- - constitutional methods.
The 22nd Amendment is
not only unnecessary, but also
quite crippling to the development of our constitutional gov37 Public Square
ernment. The haste of the moMount Vernon, Ohio
ment will undoubtedly lead to the
waste of the future.
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In light of their shortage of manpower, the grapplers fashioned a
respectable season. Under the
capable
leadership
of
Coach
Baum, paired with his twin
bombshells, Dick Schori and Bob
Gove, we look for a more profitable season in '58-5'Fessin' Up: In '58-5the place,
the opposition, and the personnel
will be essentially the same. Why
optimism for next year? Contemplating the future is balm for
J"SBeu Ilclv" duu eveu tne slaW
Lords must soon be contaminated
b
the common man's winning
ways" This must be an off year
Ior sane and sensible Sports. The
nation's top three teams have sun
ccumbed in
tournaments. West Virginia, University
of Cincinnati, and San Francisco
have stumbled before the inspired
play of tournament crazed lesser
lights."
Wonder what kind of team it
was which whipped Akron so
handily, by 14 points? Where
fore art those fellows who will
break those mediocre but long
standing intra-murtrack records?
The Alpha Delts made it
legal with a victory over a game
Bexley crew in double overtime.
Congrats to the
Intra-MurAll Star Squad: foHowie
rwards; Jack Anderson,
Stidger, and Chad Vogt have
earned their marks with superlative
rebounding
and tight,
Guards Ray
clutch shooting.
Brown, and Jim Kellert. This
writer would like to see a contest between the
and the
returning varsity team. Objections?
To entice some of that
latent talent into view and, once
out, to keep it on the varsity
squad.
Heard Somewhere in the Crowd:
"Wait 'till next year when we
get a new coach."
Heard Elsewhere: "Just wait until Kenyon boys become men."
9.
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SCHWARTZ PIECES
PERFORMED

Marie Craft,
gave
the first performance of a new work
by Paul Schwartz at the Cleveland
Institute of Music, March 12. Miss1
Craft requested Dr. Schwartz to compose the song
on a Blake poem,
"How sweet I roam'd from field to
field"
for her annual recital.
"Little Suite for Strings and Piano"
by Paul Schwartz, the music depart- merit's one and only, will be played
at Mt. Union College, Alliance, Ohio,
on March 23. Paul Whear, chairman
of the Mount's music department, will
conduct and perform on the piano.
TOWARD CHAOS
analogy may be drawn if The piece has already been performed
an extension of these affairs were by the Mansfield Symphony, the Kent
and other
Orchestra
to continue in this country. Take Symphony
an overly powerful legislature groups.

possibly displayed only 34 of the
power which has
formidable
earned them an iron grip on the
Ohio Conference top spot. Looking over past waterways, there is
no doubt in this writer's mind
that these noble Lords would have
sailed past Ohio University had
rapid Lanny Ritter and the easy
stroking Fred Appleton been able
to join the Lord phalanx.
the swimming conIn '58-5- 9
tingent will miss a splendid group
of seniors headed by
Wilson and Ray. However, these
gentlemen leave behind a spirited
tradition of hard work, faithful
training, and above all, a happy
hhit nf winning "Davp Rnrman
Grant Mason, and Fred Appleton,
the juniors on this year's team,
will lead the prosperous firm, replacing Wilson, Ray & Co. Why
ain't it catching, fellows?
Kenyon fans bade a fond farewell to the three minuteers Sat
urday nite as the basketeers
bowed to Capital's revenge-ben- t
five. The closest the Lords came
to the aggressive Capital squad
was the 0 score at game time.
The game, which was Coach
Falkenstine's last as basket coach,
saw Captain Ted Moody, Bill
Swing, and Jerry Looker, season
long stalwarts, bow out with the
same sterling play which marked
throughout the year.
Early appeal for Xmas Gift: a
Moody, Swing, and Looker, with
a couple of inches added.
Lord
followers will miss Moody, the
affable
who in four
varsity seasons has given Kenyon
opposition fits with his uncanny
shooting and miraculous rebounding. In concluding the season, the
Kenyon
Cagers voted Taylor
Bronaugh,
talented Cleveland
splinter,
and Chuck Bronson,
sophomore forward,
for next year.
Kenyon's matmen
Elsewhere
took two third places in the Ohio
Conference championship meets.
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Fine Fins Finish;

spending the customary
(approximately) SSOOO on his inauguration, President Lund has decided to
devote the money to a series of four
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Almost All The News
Instead
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In actuality the truly insidious
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ened by ihe executive, set out to
hamstring the office of the President. Thereby we have destroyed
a segment of the traditional foundations of a strong presidency.
Our tradition of separation of
powers has often placed the executive and legislative arms of
government at opposite poles.
But we can never allow under our
system one arm to become subservient to the other. By the nature
of our republic the legislature is
extremely strong; therefore we
must protect the executive office
from the overpowering aims of
that legislature. The legislature
fears that the executive may grow
above his traditional powers, but
in an air of overfearfulness by
that legislature the executive has
been endangered.
The complexities of government and the increasing pressures
upon the executive, as one man,
have further complicated the office of chief executive. The millstones of circumstances are heavily weighing upon the man and
the office. National party discipline with the president as the
leader of his party seems to be
declining. Eisenhower can not be
said to guide his congressional
party as Roosevelt directed his
party. The current president has
allowed his 'program to be hacked apart even by members of his
own higher party organization.
this
As the political future
country is primarily dependent
upon party effectiveness, the present chief executive has lost any
grasp he may have had upon the
political future and the. control of
that future-b- y the fact that under
d
lie can ho
the law of
longer fun for his office. In" short,
his organization has buckled, and
the 22nd Amendment has greatly aided this collapse.
All of these diffuse factors keep
and legislative
the executive
branches of government at each
others throats. We recognized the
existence of all these factors and
yet were willing to allow the
legislature to gain supremacy over
the executive. - Temporary fears
were permitted to destroy a constitutional and traditional balance; a balance which could seriously effect the future of our re'
public.

tends to become restless through
the imminent insecurity of their
positions. Through this restlessness therefore inefficiency and ineffectiveness gradually flow into
the bureaucratic system.
The
hamstringed second termer is deserted during his second term of
office; his power is carried out on
the ebbing of his influence.
In the light of contemporary ill
defined party support, the increasing importance of a stable, coordinate high ranking bureaucracy,
and the overbalanced reinforcement of legislative powers, we
might only view this 22nd
with alarm. By the
very act of limiting the chief executive we have destroyed a tradition challenged only in the time
of emergency. In a rash instance
we moved toward the boldest
venture of our constitutionalism,
amending the Constitution itself, and impaired the office of the
President. We have counted too
much upon the personality of the
holder in Eisenhower's case in
order to continue the traditional
strength and prestige of the office. This sad experiment only
heightens the count against the
crippling nature of the amendment and causes us to realize the
folly which has been committed
in changing the Constitution and
reducing the president's potency.
The need of a strong leader at
times is seldom denied, and yet we
cast aside a large portion of those
mechanisms which have allowed
us strong leaders in a time of
necessity. The effects of this
are now beginning to
raise their influence in the activities of our current chief executive. The man must not only
possess the will, but also he must
possess the constitutional way to
direct his program in the name of
the peoples.
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The Kenyon Judoka, in an informal match at Columbus, demonstrated their superior training and skill by defeating the Ohio State
club. The Kenyon men had expected more competition from State
whose team is coached by four Black Belts, a fact which made them
an overwhelming favorite
before the match. The State Club
also had the advantage of being in existance a year longer than
Gambier's.
Dave Peoples lost a decision; Bill Waldron lost (throw); Dave
Dischiavo won twice (on shoulder throws): Bud Linden won twice
(a shoulder throw and a knee wheel): George Markus' match was
called because of an injured knee. Student coaches Wactel and
Bowman did not play in the contest.
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BARNCORD
Shoe Repair

WAR Dance: How the other half lives. Parietal Rules went
effect about the time tliis photo was taken. Names withheld.

